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Abstract—In this paper, we present an approach to enable a
humanoid robot to provide personalised dressing assistance for
human users using multi-modal information. A depth sensor
is mounted on top of the robot to provide visual information,
and the robot end effectors are equipped with force sensors
to provide haptic information. We use visual information to
model the movement range of human upper-body parts. The
robot plans the dressing motions using the movement range
models and real-time human pose. During assistive dressing,
the force sensors are used to detect external force resistances.
We present how the robot locally adjusts its motions based on
the detected forces. In the experiments we show that the robot
can assist human to wear a sleeveless jacket while reacting to
the force resistances.
I. INTRODUCTION
Assistive robots can increasingly perform versatile daily
tasks for human users in home environments [1], [2]. Among
different tasks, assistive dressing by humanoid robots can
be very useful for elderly people and frail human users.
Assistive dressing requires the robots to cooperatively finish
the task with humans through physical interactions; as indi-
vidual users differ in physical conditions and habits, assistive
robots should be able to provide personalised assistance to
maximise comfort and utility for their users. In this paper we
focus on assistive dressing by humanoid robots using visual
and force information.
Many algorithms have enabled assistive robots to learn
motor skills, such as smart wheelchairs for users with
control limitations [3], [4], robots for cooperative object
transportation [5] and a dual-arm robot for assistive dressing
[6]. Apart from learning assistive motions, Fong et al. [7]
argued that user modelling is useful for socially interactive
robots to adapt their behaviours to accommodate different
users. Through studying user differences, assistive robots can
provide different assistance according to individual needs [8].
Some interesting methods on modelling users in object hand-
over scenarios include analysing human workspace [9], [10]
or building kinematics models [11], [12], [13].
In human robot interactions, multiple sensors can be
used to detect human states so that the robots can adjust
their behaviours according to the real-time feedback about
humans. In this work, we mainly study the usability of
vision and force sensor data in assistive dressing. We use
a vision sensor to recognise human upper-body pose and we
collect user motion data to model the upper-body movement
range. We use the force sensors of robot grippers to detect
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resistances during dressing and we enable the robot to adjust
its motions based on real-time force data.
II. RELATED WORK
Current research has enabled assistive robots to learn how
to physically assist humans. Through human demonstrations,
Rozo et al. [5] taught a robot to cooperatively transport
objects with a human under position and force constraints.
Colome et al. [14] enabled a robot arm to wrap a soft
scarf around a human mannequin’s neck through reinforce-
ment learning. For wheelchair users, Kucukyilmaz et al. [4]
presented a shared control wheelchair system which could
estimate assistance from expert demonstrations. Soh and
Demiris [3] used an iterative probabilistic model to teach a
smart wheelchair to learn when and how to help users who
had control limitations on performing turns. The how-to-help
issue and when-to-help issue were modelled as a STORK-GP
regression and classification problem respectively [15].
Human factors play significant roles in assistive robots.
To better assist or service human users, user behaviours or
preferences should be collected, analysed and finally utilised
by assistive robots. Georgiou et al. [16] proposed a method to
model user behaviours for a simulating car racing system. For
each user, training data was collected to predict user-specific
driving behaviours using Gaussian process regression. The
final purpose was to assist users in any potential dangerous
situations or to improve personal driving skills in the future.
For object hand-over scenarios, researchers have used generic
human kinematic models to learn user preferences of object
handing configurations [10], [17], [18]. Due to the limitation
that generic human kinematic models could not adapt to
disabled people, Bestick et al. presented a system to estimate
personalised human kinematic models [11]. From motion
capture data, restricted and unrestricted workspaces of four
subjects were first analysed. Then the assistive robot made
use of these information to improve the comfort of users
through minimising their torso rotation angles during the
process of reaching objects.
There has been interesting research on assistive dressing
by humanoid robots. Tamei et al. [19] taught a dual-arm
robot to dress a mannequin with a T-shirt through reinforce-
ment learning, where the topological relationships between
the mannequin and T-shirt was used to detect different phases
of dressing and to determine if the dressing was successful
or not. Koganti et al. [20] improved the part of estimating
the mannequin-cloth topological relationships by using a
depth sensor to detect the coloured hem of the T-shirt. Later
through offline learning of a cloth dynamics model using
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different sensor data, Koganti et al. estimated the human-
cloth topological relationships from depth data [21]. Gao et
al. [22] modelled the movement space of human upper-body
joints and enabled a Baxter robot to plan dressing motions
according to the user models and real-time human poses.
However, visual occlusions could occur when human arms,
robot arms and clothes are in close contact, which cause
failures in human pose recognition. Therefore, other sensor
information about humans should be introduced, such as
force information. Besides, the robot execution of a certain
goal position in [22] can not be interrupted if there are any
external force perturbations during the robot executions. It
is reasonable for the robots to take force feedback of human
body into consideration and adjust its motions for human
comfort during assistive dressing.
III. PERSONALISED ASSISTIVE DRESSING
Vision sensors are commonly used to recognise human
gestures in physical human robot interactions. Sometimes vi-
sion sensors alone are not enough especially when occlusions
occur. Thus other sensors should be used to collect users
information for the robots to receive real-time feedback.
In this work, we propose an approach for personalised
dressing assistance using multi-modal information in home
environments, which is shown in Figure 1. For a human user,
we first collect the visual data of the upper-body motions
and then model the upper-body movement range. The range
modelling, combined with the user’s real-time pose, are used
for the robot to plan the dressing motions. During assistive
dressing, the robot keeps checking the detected forces of the
grippers. When there are force resistances, the robot stops
current executions and adjusts its grippers motions based on
the force data.
A. Human upper-body movement range modelling using
visual information
An important factor which affects a user’s behaviours is
the motion ranges. Thus studying the user’s motion ranges
is beneficial for predicting and understanding the user’s
behaviours. Visual information plays a significant role in
understanding human motion ranges for assistive dressing.
Tamei et al. [19] put markers on both the human mannequin
and the T-shirt and the robot detected the markers positions
using the motion capture system. Since markers could be
occluded during the interaction, Koganti et al. [21] used
colour and depth information to track human-cloth relation-
ships through marker-less estimation.
According to Figure 1, to collect the visual data of the
user’s upper-body motions, we use a top-view depth sensor
to record depth images. We recognise the human pose from
every single depth image using the randomised decision
forests [23]. Training depth images with labelled body parts
need to be used to train randomised tree models first, then
the trained tree models can classify every pixel of the test
depth image into different body parts. From the visual data of
body motions, we model the movement range for each body
part using Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) as in [22].
  
 Visual Data of  the User's Upper-body Motions
User's Upper-body Movement Range Modelling
Personalised Assistive Dressing
Robot Local Motions Adjustment 
●  Collect depth images with a top-view depth sensor
●  Upper-body pose recognition using randomised decision forests
●  Gaussian mixture models
● User's upper-body movement range & real-time upper-body pose
● Based on detecting real-time force data of robot grippers
Fig. 1: Overall flow of the approach. More details about the
first 3 steps can be found in [22].
With the user’s upper-body movement range models and
the real-time pose, the robot can plan its motions for per-
sonalised assistive dressing. Specifically, the robot uses the
means of the GMMs of the hands to determine the starting
dressing positions for the user hands; the robot recognises the
user’s upper-body pose in real time to detect the elbows and
shoulders positions. The robot dresses each arm of the user
following the order of hand, elbow and shoulder. Different
goal positions are sent to the robot to execute and the robot
motions are planned using the the MoveIt! motion planning
library [24].
B. Robot motion adjustment based on force information
At the endpoint of each limb, the Baxter robot has force
sensors which can detect the current applied force in 3
dimensions. The force coordinates and the robot coordinates
are shown in Figure 2, where the force coordinates are
with respect to the robot grippers. The spatial relationships
between the robot grippers coordinates and the robot coor-
dinates can always be acquired using the ROS techniques of
coordinate transformation. During assistive dressing, we fix
the robot grippers orientations, and the spatial relationships
between the force coordinates and the robot coordinates are
xforce = −xrobot, yforce = −yrobot, zforce = −zrobot. A
positive axis in the force coordinates is the corresponding
negative axis in the robot coordinates.
To detect external force resistances, for each axis we
calculate the force difference at every time step and sum
them up within a fixed size moving window. In the force
coordinates, we use F tx, F
t
y and F
t
z to represent the sum of
force difference in each axis at time step t. When there are
external force resistances, there will be a continuous increase
or decrease in |F ti | where i ∈ {x, y, z}.
According to the dressing order, different goal positions
are sent to the robot grippers to execute. Given a goal posi-
tion for a robot gripper, a path is planned using the motion
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Fig. 2: Experimental set-up. A depth sensor is mounted on
top of the robot face screen. The endpoints of robot limbs
are equipped with force sensors. The force coordinates of
grippers are shown in red and the the robot coordinates
are shown in purple. The robot assists a human user to
dress a sleeveless jacket. The robot uses visual information
to determine the initial dressing path for the human and
uses force information to locally adjust its motions when
resistances are detected.
planning library [24]. While the robot gripper executes the
planned path, |F ti | is checked at each time step. We use
τf to represent the force threshold. If |F ti | > τf , then
the gripper stops moving and adjusts its gripper from the
current position P tcur = {xtcur, ytcur, ztcur} to a new position
P tnew = {xtnew, ytnew, ztnew} where
xtnew = x
t
cur − α ∗ F tx
ytnew = y
t
cur − α ∗ F ty
ztnew = z
t
cur − α ∗ F tz
(1)
and α is a constant coefficient which controls the proportion
of the adjusted distance caused by the forces. With a minus
sign in front of |F ti |, the forces are transformed in the
robot coordinates. When external forces are detected, the
gripper positions are adjusted towards the force direction in
3 dimensions in the robot coordinates. In the experiments, τf
is set to 5N , the moving window size is 15 time steps and
α is set to 0.01. The forces of robot grippers are detected at
100Hz.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the proposed approach in a standard task that
we have previously used [22], where a Baxter humanoid
robot assist a human user to wear a sleeveless jacket. The
robot uses two grippers to grasp the shoulder parts of the
jacket, thus the grippers positions also represent the jacket
shoulders positions. The robot assists the user to dress one
arm first and then the other arm. In the experiments, we let
the robot assist the user to wear the right part of the jacket
first.
For the experimenter, we first collect the visual data of her
upper-body motions and model the movement range. Then
we choose a comfortable starting position for her right hand
based on the analysis of the right hand movement range.
Then the right elbow and shoulder positions of the user
are recognised with the top-view depth sensor and sent to
the robot to plan its dressing motions for the user’s right
arm. During the robot executions of this initial dressing path,
the robot keeps checking the right gripper forces. As soon
as there are external force resistances detected, the robot
stops its current execution and locally adjusts its gripper
positions according to the detected forces. After the local
motion adjustment, the robot keeps moving towards the next
goal positions until the dressing is finished.
The robot right gripper path is shown in Figure 3. The blue
circle represents a waypoint in the planned path; the filled
green circle represents a waypoint in the actual path; the red
star means that there are external force resistances detected;
the blue dashed line represents a planned path and the green
line represents an actual path. Figure 3b shows the initial
planned path with 3 waypoints where 1, 2 and 3 in blue are
the positions of human right hand, elbow and shoulder. The
robot right gripper first moves to the position 1 and then the
waypoint position 2 is sent to the robot to reach. While the
robot gripper moves from 1 to 2, external force resistances
are detected. The position when detecting forces is shown in
the red star in Figure 3c. We use the green line to connect the
position 1 and the red star to show that this is the actual path
that the robot gripper has passed. The blue dashed line from
the red star to position 2 means that this is the planned path
for the robot gripper to execute if no forces are detected.
Since external forces are detected, the robot stops current
execution and locally adjusts its gripper position to 1′ in
green, which is shown in Figure 3d. The new position 1′
is calculated according to the equation (1). In Figure 3e,
the robot keeps moving towards the goal position 2 from the
current new position 1′. In the new planned path, there are no
external force disturbances detected. Then the robot gripper
moves towards the goal position 3, where forces are detected
again in the middle, which is shown in Figure 3f. In Figure
3g, the robot stops executing and adjusts its gripper position
to 2′. Finally the robot moves to the last goal position 3 from
the adjusted new position 2′.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The presented dressing assistance method is personalised
for different users based on multi-modal information: vision
is used to recognise the user’s pose and to model the move-
ment range of upper-body motions and force information is
used for the robot to detect external resistances and to locally
adjust its motions. As a future work, we plan to enable the
robot to memorise the adjusted path so that the same force
resistances could be avoided in the next interaction. We need
to further investigate the real-time update of robot grippers
dressing path for users during the interactions. The future
work also includes a more efficient and flexible method
to choose the value for the coefficient which controls the
proportion of the adjusted distance due to forces.
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